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ABSTRACT
Plum pox virus (PPV), the most serious disease of stone fruits, and plum in particular, continues
to spread world-wide. It was eradicated in Pennsylvania at a cost of over $60. M and a loss of
1600 acres of stone fruits. Canada has discontinued its eradication program and is “managing”
the virus close to the US border. There are few sources of high level resistance to PPV. We have
developed a breeding method using genetic engineering to rapidly develop resistant germplasm
and new varieties highly resistant to PPV. The resistance and the breeding system are approved
by the US regulatory agencies and new resistant varieties could be deployed relatively rapidly in
the event of the spread of PPV to California. We have made significant progress in the past year
of the project in improving the efficiency of the breeding system and developing advanced PPV
resistant generations of plums using breeding lines from California as parents. In the past 5 years
we have advanced breeding populations to a level that would normally have required 16 years of
conventional breeding.
OBJECTIVES
General objectives of the project are the development of a practical rapid cycling breeding
system for plum, the development of improved plum germplasm and varieties, and the
demonstration of FasTrack breeding as a model for the rapid breeding of other long breeding
cycle crops, in particular tree fruits. The specific objective is to rapidly develop Plum pox virus
(PPV) resistant plum germplasm and varieties using FasTrack breeding incorporating the high
level PPV resistance in the genetically engineering plum variety ‘HoneySweet’ into California
adapted breeding lines.
PROCEDURE
The U.S. stone-fruit industry is under threat from Plum pox virus (PPV) (aka “Sharka” disease).
This exotic invasive pathogen, spread by aphids, compromises tree health, causes premature fruit
drop and reduces fruit quality. Infected fruit of most stone fruit is neither suitable for fresh or for
most processed products. First identified in Europe in the early 20th century, PPV has rapidly
spread world-wide since the late 1980s, likely due to the globalization of trade and travel. PPV
has now been reported from all major fruit growing countries except the U.S., Australia, New
Zealand, and South Africa. The central valleys of California are particularly vulnerable to this
threat because of its high concentration of Prunus crops and a lack of geographical barriers to the
spread of the disease by insects. Breeding PPV resistant varieties of plum can provide a longterm solution to what is an ongoing threat. Plum breeding is a decades-long process since each
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generation of crosses requires nearly 4 year to fruit. Additionally there are few effective sources
of natural resistance to PPV in domestica plum.
To address the long-term nature of plum breeding we have developed a system to shorten the
plum breeding cycle by incorporating a flowering-related gene from poplar (FT) to induce trees
to flower early and continually and to produce viable fruits and seeds within one year.
To address the need for high level stable resistance to PPV we have developed a geneticallyengineered (GE) plum cultivar ‘HoneySweet’ that has been tested in Europe for over 18 years
under natural conditions of high infection pressure from virus-carrying aphids without a single
tree having becoming infected. ‘HoneySweet’ has received complete regulatory approval in the
U.S. and regulatory approval is being pursued in Europe.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 2014
The following specific accomplishments are reported for 2014:
- Germination of seeds from early flowering hybrid lines has been dramatically improved.
- 149 hybrid plants in which the early flowering trait is combined with either California-type
plums or with ‘HoneySweet’ were produced. These early flowering progeny were then crossed
back to either CA-type plums or to ‘HoneySweet’ in order to develop PPV resistant plums with
the fruit characteristics required by the CA industry. We have currently 153 plants of these
later generation combinational crosses with additional seed under stratification to be planted
winter 2014. (Figure 1).
- Nutritional composition analysis of fruit from early flowering parental lines, UC
Davis California parental lines, and ‘HoneySweet’, the PPV resistant GE parent line has
been completed.
- Greenhouse-produced fruit has been compared with fruit produced in the field as a guide to
greenhouse selection accuracy.
- Data was provided to PSU ag economist Jay Harper for evaluation of the economics of
FasTrack compared with conventional plum breeding.
After 5 years of work on this project we are at a stage that would have taken 16 years through
conventional breeding considering a 4 year generation cycle for plums.
In terms of nutritional content, compositional analyses show that there were few apparent
differences between early flowering parental lines, UC Davis advanced selection 5-3-4 which
was commonly used as a parent, and ‘French’, also used as a parent. Some differences that we
did note were that compared with ‘French’ the early flowering parental lines were generally
lower in sorbitol, fructose, and glucose and higher in sucrose, resembling the UC selection 5-3-4
in these components. The early flowering lines tended to be lower in antioxidants than ‘French’,
again, more closely resembling 5-3-4 in that trait. ‘HoneySweet’, the PPV resistant GE parent
was lower in Vitamin C than ‘French’ or 5-3-4, higher in malic acid than ‘French’ or 5-3-4, and
lower in sorbitol than either. The few hybrids analyzed were from early generations and these
tended to resemble the early flowering parent in nutrient composition profile.
Since FasTrack breeding is greenhouse-based, comparisons of fruit quality in the
greenhouse and field are important. Comparisons between field- and greenhouse-produced fruit
of the same FT clone indicated that the field fruit were 7% larger in length and diameter, 15%
greater in fresh weight and 8% higher in brix at approximately the same firmness level. These
data suggest that for these gross fruit characteristics greenhouse selection can be reasonably
carried out.
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The FasTrack breeding system offers a great advantage in utilizing plants year-round and
the ability to hybridize plants free from biotic hazards such as damaging winter temperatures,
spring frosts, and insect and disease depredations. The disadvantage is the rather low number of
hybrids that can be produced from small potted plants. Early flowering plum trees in the field
are much larger than the same clones in the greenhouse, produce more fruit, and produce flowers
and fruit throughout spring and early summer with flowering resuming in the fall (Figure 2).
The prolonged flowering period in spring/summer can allow for the escape from spring frost
events and this year while an early spring freeze event destroyed the flowers and developing
stone fruits in our orchard the early flowering lines were able to produce flowers and fruit as the
season continued. Field grown early flowering trees may provide additional hybridization
opportunities for FasTrack breeding and allow for the production of larger quantities of hybrid
seed.
In terms of extension, our research group sponsored the First International Symposium on Rapid
Cycle Crop Breeding January 7-10, 2014. Scientists from the US, Canada, Germany, Italy,
Indonesia, Spain, and New Zealand participated along with industry representatives, regulators
and foreign agricultural policy experts. The PI also helped to organize, obtained some USDA
funding for, and participated in the meeting “Understanding and preparing for the threat of Plum
pox virus spreading to California and the western states” Sept. 29-30, Davis, CA. (No project
funding was used for travel.) Presentations at scientific meetings have led to increased interest in
‘FasTrack’ breeding and the wider use of the early flowering plum trees that we have developed.
These communications have led to an agreement with NASA to evaluate our early flowering
plum lines for future manned Mars missions. Plums may be the first fruit to travel on
interplanetary space flights and early flowering plum trees may form the first “orchard” on Mars
to provide fresh fruit to Mars colonists. (If funding from NASA is realized this funding may be
leveraged to help move forward the work planned under the current proposal.) We have
maintained communication with the dried plum industry and participate in the CDPB annual
meetings.
BUDGET NARRATIVE
All funds were used to support salary and benefits of a full-time technical position completely
devoted to this project.
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Figure 1. Backcross hybrid seedlings. Note flower on seedling indicated by upper left
arrow.
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Figure 2. Early flowering plum trees in the field (top) and in the greenhouse (bottom).
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